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October 5, 2016 Board Facilities & Grounds Committee Meeting Notes               IV-A 
11:30 a.m. -  Meeting Room A - Panorama Village Bldg. 
240 Villa Crest Drive 
State College, PA  16801 
 
I. Call to Order  
Ms. Fishbaine called the meeting of the Board Facilities and Grounds Committee to order at 11:35 a.m.  She 
noted the first item on the agenda was the DWFMP - Elementary Update and turned the meeting over to 
Mr. Brown. 
 
Present: Vern Bock, Gretchen Brandt, Randy Brown, Amber Concepcion, Mary Jenn Dorman, Dan Duffy 
(arrived at 11:46 a.m.), Penni Fishbaine, Bob O’Donnell, Jason Perrin, Ed Poprik, Laurel Zydney 
 
A copy of all materials distributed to board members for discussion is included with the official notes, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
 
II. District-Wide Facilities Master Plan - Elementary Update 
Mr. Brown noted there were two attachments and the first memo reviews new vs. addition/renovation 
construction for the elementary projects.  Crabtree Rohrbaugh Assoc. (CRA) is working on documentation 
for this.  A good portion of Radio Park (RP) and Houserville (HO) can be renovated efficiently and the 
recommendation would be addition/renovation to RP, HO and Corl Street (CS).  With the new information, 
only Option 1 remains and would be an action item for the Board.  With committee questions, concerns and 
comments, the following items were given for clarification: 

● On the diagrams -  The burgundy (red) area is what is being kept and Mr. Poprik explained the 
renovation process with using the space, as it is now or for another function. 

● Need to make it clear to the public there will be total renovation, gutting and redoing, not just a 
coat of paint. 

● CS has always been renovation/addition so new was not calculated for this project.  The main 
reason for this is due to site size constraints. 

● There is no change in the timeline with this determination. 
● CS is not related to grant funding so this project could be a slightly different timeline. 
● We are looking to go to bid next summer (very aggressive timeline) to have RP and HO opening fall 

2019 and students will be at the locations during the construction, which will be phased. 
 
Mr. Brown reviewed the DecisionInsite report.  They had rechecked with the planning officers to look at 
student housing/cost factor.  The outcome of this shows the enrollment projection reduced by 38 to 40 
students and the charts and graphs have been updated.  He reviewed each schedule.  So there is no 
confusion, the “black line” will be labeled and he will note either current or proposed on schedules  
4 thru 7. 
 
The recommendation is 3-3-3 with an addition at RP to 4 units/grade at a later time.  The proposal is for RP 
and HO to remain the same with 3 units/grade, with HO housing Lemont, and proposing CS to be larger    than its  
current size by providing 3 units/grade there.  Dr. O'Donnell spoke on other moving parts in the District, meeting   
capacity, looking at doing a local census, and knowing we have the capacity to deal with the numbers.  Clarification  
was given on adding on instead of doing the larger building at RP right away, and there is no design for the  
addition.  We just know where it could go. 
 
The CS timeframe was also addressed.  RP and HO will be ready for the fall of 2019.  CS is a different 
project and could start later and could be up to a year behind.  They still need to work with the design team 
on this. 
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Ms. Fishbaine asked if Dr. Duffy and/or Ms. Zydney wished to comment and each did: 
Dr. Duffy noted that rather than over building, he liked what was being said and Ms. Zydney emphasized 
how things need to be said ahead of time and the way it is worded matters a lot.  If growth was realized, 
then building on would be considered. 
 
Mr. Brown reviewed the timeline beginning with discussion at October 10 meeting, the October 17th  
Forum to review where we are, further discussion October 26 meeting and the Board will vote 
November 14 on the actual size of the buildings and to approve addition/renovation instead of new 
construction.  After some discussion, both items will be addressed on the Information/Discussion Item for 
the October 10 meeting and it may be possible to vote on these sooner than November 14. 
 
III. High School Project Update  
Mr. Poprik provided the change order log for what change orders would be on the October 10 agenda.  He 
noted the North modular passed Code on Friday and the South passed Code today.  He reviewed the 
following change orders: 

GC35 - unsuitable soil and there will be a PlanCon I to accompany this. 
SC17 - rock removal and SC18 - the reuse of the gate at the track (SC18 is a credit) 
PC07 - D C Generator 
EC06 - rock removal and will be a PlanCon I to accompany this 

Mr. Poprik reported the original project schedule has Pod A and B under roof in January and they are 
working to see where contractors can accelerate to have one or the other, or both under roof in November. 
They did receive a complaint from the Borough regarding the mud on the streets.  
 
Discussion occurred regarding the rock removal creating a problem for people teaching.  It is loud and being 
heard a lot.  Mr. Poprik note there are still a few more weeks and it is not possible to do a blast due 
to being so close to the existing buildings.  It was decided to provide a range of time on how long this may 
last and Mr. Poprik would check on the possibility of a longer work day.  He explained what all was involved 
to go this direction and there are limited work hours in the Borough, 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. - no work.  He 
will check into and talk with contractors. 

 
IV. Memorial Field Proposal  
Mr. Poprik noted they met last week with the design team and they are not presenting today due to not 
being ready.  Weber Murphy Fox will present at this committee meeting on November 2, then to the CAC 
for Facilities and to the full Board at the November 28 meeting.  What was brought for review was not 
within parameters.  Mr. Poprik and committee members discussed the need to have a public meeting, 
seating and the seating vs. capacity, the Parklete and talking with the Borough regarding their possible help 
with restrooms. 
 
V. Athletic Field Master Planning  
Mr. Poprik noted that the Athletic Field Master Planning was resurrected and using the previous design, 
professional process, or at least looking at drafts.  They will work on a draft scope for November to see if 
Board wants to streamline or go with the process as is.  Would be looking at firms like ELA for athletic fields. 
The needs would be the scheduling aspect, facilities, land and capitalize to meet the needs with what we 
have - have a plan for us.  Talked about the lights at South track and having turf at the North campus.  It 
was decided it would be helpful and useful for the Board to have Mr. Poprik highlight land that we own, 
including the surplus land at Haugh Track.  He noted this will be part of the Scope and RFP.  Dr. O’Donnell 
added they would look at the data for all the events and then how many fields we have. 
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VI. Future Agenda Items  
Ms. Fishbaine noted the Community Forum, October 17, 2016, 7:00 p.m. - Mt. Nittany Middle School  
and the Future Forum Topics - To Be Discussed for DESIGN Stage. 

21st Century Learning/Layout in our Newer Schools; Why K-5 Schools? 
Sustainability: LEED Gold Projects 
Operational & Facility Cost Analysis 
Visual Listening Exercise 
Impacts on Attendance Zones 

 
Ms. Concepcion spoke with Mr. Poprik regarding Corl Street and the site planning there.  Also talked 
about other needs in the District and the possibility of a Community Schools Model and what could possibly 
fit.  Dr. O’Donnell noted that we do not rent out spaces to community services and there would not be 
significant excess space. 
 
Need to start thinking about signage at the High School.  Mr. Poprik noted the PTO has a nice amount 
of money to help with that and need to work on moving forward the logistics for the signage and with the 
donation.  This will be for a future committee agenda. 
 
For HEARTS and STRIDES that is currently in Fairmount Avenue building, we should not think just 
short-term, but long-term and it was explained that neither of these are the student’s home school, 
students are temporarily there and go back to their home school. 
 
Board member voiced a concern about the 3-3-3 recommended, new vs. renovation and needing more 
understanding.  Would like to feel comfortable knowing numbers are reliable and would like more details on 
the renovation.  Has concern for the whole District and the possibility of doing the larger Radio Park right 
now.  Dr. O’Donnell suggested CRA coming to speak to the sites and Radio Park not being as large as it 
seems with a flood plain in the back.  
 
VII. Public Comment 
Dr. Duffy liked the idea of a map of the fields, possible weekend work and the cost benefit on that.  He 
thought doing a change order for Saturday would be good, see the time that would cut off, and depending 
on the cost, it could be good for quiet learning. 
 
VIII. Adjournment 
Ms. Fishbaine adjourned the Board Facilities and Grounds Committee meeting at 1:04 p.m. 
 
Submitted by, 
 
 
Mary Jenn Dorman 
Board Secretary 


